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Rapid and effective identification of interwell fracture-cavity composite structures is a
necessary prerequisite for a detailed and in-depth understanding of interwell connectivity in
fracture-cavity reservoirs. Current identification methods and technologies have the
problems of being large-scale and low-resolution; in view of these problems, a method
is proposed for rapidly identifying interwell fracture-cavity combination structures using
tracer-curve morphological characteristics (peak number and characteristics of two
wings). Based on concentration models of tracer curves for an interwell single fracture/
pipe/cavity, the morphological characteristics of tracer curves were researched in five
different series-parallel combinationmodes consisting of fractures, pipes, and cavities. The
tracer curves of fracture-cavity reservoirs are categorized into three types: single sharp
peak, single slow peak, and multipeak. Furthermore, a matching relationship between
different fracture-cavity combination structures and the morphological characteristics of
tracer curves is clarified. The single-sharp-peak curve with basically symmetrical wings
reflects that of an interwell single fracture/pipe; the single-slow-peak curve with a steep
ascending branch and a slow descending branch (obvious trailing phenomenon) reflects
that of an interwell single cavity or fracture/pipe series cavity; the multipeak curve reflects
that of an interwell multifracture/pipe/cavity in parallel; according to the flow difference of
each branch flow channel, they can be divided into independent multipeak and continuous
multipeak forms. Taking tracer monitoring results from awell group in the Tahe oilfield as an
example, field application analysis and verification were carried out. The results show that
this method is simple and reliable and can provide a fast and effective means for identifying
interwell fracture-cavity combination structures. Meanwhile, the research results can lay a
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foundation for quantitative interpretation modeling of interwell tracers in fracture-cavity
reservoirs considering fracture-cavity configuration.

Keywords: fracture-cavity reservoirs, interwell tracer, fracture-cavity combination structure, morphological
characteristics of tracer curve, peak characteristics

1 INTRODUCTION

Fracture-cavity carbonate reservoirs are an important petroleum
resource globally. The Ordovician reservoir in China’s Tahe
oilfield is a prime example; it has abundant reserves,
accounting for about two-thirds of the proven reserves of
carbonate reservoirs in China (Huang et al., 2017; Dai et al.,
2018; Li et al., 2018). Compared with sandstone reservoirs, the
reservoir space of fracture-cavity reservoirs is a complex system of
voids, caverns, pipes, and fractures, with variable scale,
intertwined space, and various forms of connectivity. Fractures
and pipes are the main channels of oil and water flow, and these
reservoirs are highly heterogeneous and difficult to develop (Liu
et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2017; Jiao, 2019; Sheng et al., 2019; Liu
et al., 2021). The main methods to improve oil recovery from
fracture-cavity reservoirs have become water injection of a single
well to replace oil, water injection of a fracture-vuggy unit to drive
oil, nitrogen injection, foam flooding, and other development
methods fracture-cavity (Farhadinia et al., 2011; Lyu et al., 2017;
Su et al., 2017; Yue et al., 2018a; Hou et al., 2018; Sheng et al.,
2019; Zheng et al., 2019). With the expanded development of
fracture-cavity reservoirs, the identification of fractures and
caverns has shifted from macroscopical division of fracture-
cavity units to detailed identification and characterization of
interwell fracture-cavity composite structures to meet the
needs of water/gas injection formulation, flow-channel
adjustment, and other programs for tapping potential (Trice
and C Reservoirs Ltd, 2005; Dittaro et al., 2007; Shbair et al.,
2017; Alaa et al., 2018).

The characteristics of fracture-cavity reservoirs can be
revealed by various monitoring data acquired from different
angles, but the degree of reflection is variable, and these
monitoring techniques often have certain limitations.
Common monitoring data used to identify fractures or
cavities, such as seismic, coring, conventional logging, image
logging, drilling, and well testing, show large-scale and low-
resolution results, or they only show results near a single well
(Dittaro et al., 2007; Corbett et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2013; Shbair
et al., 2017; Alaa et al., 2018; Wan et al., 2018; Lai et al., 2019; Tian
et al., 2019; Wei et al., 2019). Dynamic production data can only
be used to analyze interwell connectivity, and it is difficult to
identify interwell fracture-cavity composite structures (Gazi et al.,
2012; Zhao, 2017; Al- Obathani et al., 2018; Yue et al., 2018b). In
recent years, integration of various monitoring data has made an
effective way for comprehensive identification and reliable
analysis of fracture-cavity characteristics in these reservoirs
(Parra and Parra, 2012; Liu et al., 2015; Shekhar et al., 2019).

Interwell tracer technology is important for intuitively
describing interwell characteristics. The tracer is transported
along the channel with the injected fluid, and the tracer flow

is consistent with the flow path of the injected fluid. The
concentration of tracers in the produced fluid is monitored
continuously to display the characteristics of interwell flow
channels. Interwell tracer–monitoring technology has
significant advantages over other monitoring methods (Leong
et al., 2015; Sanni et al., 2017; Tayyib et al., 2019). Interwell tracer
technology is widely applied in fracture-cavity reservoirs, and it is
commonly used to determine injection-production well
connectivity (Li et al., 2008; Xie et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2015).

For the identification of interwell fracture-cavity composite
structures using tracers, most research has been based on
laboratory experiments. By performing small physical
simulation experiments of different fracture-cavity
combination structures, researchers have been able to
analyze morphological characteristics of the tracer output
concentration curve (Rong et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2018).
Obviously, for a large-scale, interwell fracture-cavity
combination structure, experimental laboratory results have
some limitations and differences compared to the field
application of a fracture-cavity reservoir. For example, the
tracer-curve morphology for a combined structure of
underground river-pipe obtained using large-scale
groundwater karst tracing is different from that of an
indoor, fracture-cavity combined structure under the same
conditions (Rong et al., 2016; Ji et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2017;
Yang et al., 2018).

In terms of theoretical modeling, because of the extreme
complexity and changeability of interwell fracture-cavity
combination structures, tracer production concentration curves
have various shapes (single peak, multipeak, sharp peak, and slow
peak) (Li et al., 2008; Xie et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2015), and the
interwell fracture-cavity combination bodies are often simplified
and equivalent to pipe or flow pipe, without considering the
combination relationship and flow differences among pipes,
fractures, and cavities. The established interpretation model
has also been used to fit the tracer curve to realize so-called
quantitative interpretation and evaluation. The parameters
obtained are usually general, such as equivalent fracture-cavity
volume (Morales et al., 2006; Li et al., 2008; Xie et al., 2008;
Luhmann et al., 2012; Borghi et al., 2016; Dewaide et al., 2016;
Zhang et al., 2016), which cannot reflect the interwell fracture-
cavity parameters realistically—meaning that interwell fracture-
cavity combination structures cannot be identified.

Therefore, by mathematically modeling tracer concentration
output and curve characteristics of an interwell single fracture,
interwell single pipe, and interwell single cavity, tracer
concentration mathematical models of five fracture-cavity
combination structures were established in this work, namely
a fracture/pipe series cavity and multifracture/multipipe parallel.
Based on a sensitivity analysis of relevant parameters, a matching
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relationship was theoretically clarified between different fracture-
cavity combination structures and the shape characteristics of
tracer curves, and analysis and verification were carried out by an
oilfield case study. The research results can provide a simple and
effective method for the identification of interwell fracture-cavity
structures, as well as lay a foundation for quantitative
interpretation modeling of interwell tracing in fracture-cavity
reservoirs based on a fracture-cavity configuration.

2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND CURVE
CHARACTERISTICS OF TRACER
PRODUCTION FOR SINGLE FRACTURE,
SINGLE PIPE, AND SINGLE CAVITY

The flow and transport characteristics of tracers in fracture, pipe,
and cave media are different. Fractures and pipes are essentially
flow channels with different shapes of cross-section, and the
migration of tracers in fractures and pipes basically conforms to
the one-dimensional (1D) convection-diffusion equation (Jing
et al., 2016a; Pu et al., 2016). Compared with fracture and pipe
media, the scale of the cavity is larger and the flow is low-
resistance. In this case, the tracer migration is mainly slow
diffusion, which is different from the tracer migration
characteristics in fractures and pipes where convection is
dominant. This section presents a mathematical model and
curve characteristics of tracer slug migration in a single
parallel-plate fracture, a single pipe with a constant diameter,
and a single cavity with an equipotential body.

2.1 Single Fracture
Figure 1 shows a physical model of a single parallel-plate fracture
within one injection-production well. Fracture length was
assumed to be l, fracture width was assumed to be b, and
fracture height was assumed to be h.

The output concentration of a certain tracer slug can be
obtained from the analytical solution of the 1D convection-
diffusion equation with a definite tracer concentration
boundary (Jing et al., 2016a):

C(t)
C0

� Δl����
2πσ2

√ exp⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ − (l − �l)2
2σ2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (1)

where C(t) is the output concentration of the tracer at time t, mg/
L; C0 is the concentration of the injected tracer slug, mg/L; Δl is
the tracer slug size (ratio of the injected volume of tracer slug Vd

to flow-channel cross-sectional area A), m; l is the length of the
flow channel where the tracer is transported, m; l(—) is the
position of the tracer front at a concentration of 0.5 C0 (the
product of average flow velocity v and time t), m; and σ2 is the
variance of the tracer distribution curve (two times the product of
tracer diffusion constant α, average flow velocity v, and
time t), m2.

Because the tracer follows the movement of the injected fluid,
its average migration velocity can be obtained from the flow
formula for a parallel-plate fracture:

v � b2ΔP
12μl

(2)

where b is the fracture width, μm; μ is the hydrodynamic viscosity,
mPas; and ΔP is the pressure difference at both ends of the
fracture, MPa.

By substituting Eq. 2 into the relevant parameters of Eq. 1, the
equation for tracer output concentration for an interwell single
fracture can be obtained through dimensional analysis and unit
conversion:

C(t)
C0

� 106Vdμl

b2h
�����������
28.8παμlΔPt
√ exp[ − (μl2 − 7.2b2ΔPt)2

28.8αμlb2ΔPt ] (3)

where Vd is the injected volume of the tracer slug, m3; h is the
fracture height, m; and α is the tracer diffusion constant, m.

In order to illustrate the characteristics of the tracer output
concentration curve for an interwell single fracture, C0 was
considered to be 0.5 mg/L, Vd was considered to be 5 m3, and
α was considered to be 5 m. Eq. 3 was used to analyze the
influence of four parameters—l, b, h, and ΔP—on the tracer-
curve characteristics of an interwell single fracture (Figure 2).

As can be seen from Figure 2, the tracer output concentration
curve for the interwell single fracture is a single-sharp-peak curve
with basic symmetry between ascending and descending
branches. Parameters l and b have effects on the peak value,
peak time, and bandwidth of the tracer curve; h only affects the
peak value; and ΔP affects the peak time and bandwidth, but has
no effect on the peak value.

2.2 Single Pipe
Figure 3 shows a physical model of a single pipe within one
injection-production well. Pipe length was assumed to be l, and
the equivalent diameter of the pipe was assumed to be D.

Similar to the single fracture, the tracer migration in a single
pipe also follows Eq. 1, but the expression of its average velocity is

FIGURE 1 | Physical model of single fracture in one injection-production well.
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different. The average velocity of the Hagen-Poiseuille equation
under the condition of steady flow can be expressed as:

v � D2ΔP
32μl

(4)

By substituting Eq. 4 into the relevant parameters of Eq. 1, the
equation of tracer output concentration for an interwell single

pipe can be obtained through dimensional analysis and unit
conversion:

C(t)
C0

� Vdμl

15πD3
��������
3παμlΔPt
√ exp[ − (μl2 − 2700D2ΔPt)2

10800αμlD2ΔPt ] (5)

Similar to the single fracture, C0 was considered 0.5 mg/L, Vd

was considered 5 m3, and αwas considered 5 m. The influences of

FIGURE 2 | Tracer output curve of interwell single fracture under different parameters. (A) different l (b=40 μm, h=6 m, ΔP=5 MPa) (B) different b (l=600 m, h=6 m,
ΔP=5 MPa) (C) different h (l=600 m, b=40 μm, ΔP=5 MPa) (D) different ΔP (l=600 m, b=40 μm, h=6 m).

FIGURE 3 | Physical model of single pipe in one injection-production well.
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l, D, and ΔP on the output concentration curve of an interwell
single pipe were analyzed (Figure 4).

As can be seen from Figure 4, the tracer output
concentration curve of the interwell single pipe is a single-
sharp-peak curve with basic symmetry between ascending and
descending branches. Parameters l and D have effects on the
peak value, peak time, and bandwidth of the tracer curve, while

ΔP affects the peak time, but has no effect on the peak value and
bandwidth.

2.3 Single Cavity
Figure 5 shows a physical model of a single cavity within one
injection-production well. Given the large scale of the cavity, the
fluid reaches equilibrium quickly, so the concrete form of the fluid

FIGURE 4 | Tracer output curve of interwell single pipe under different parameters. (A) different l (D=1.2 m, ΔP=5 MPa) (B) different D (l=600 m, ΔP=5 MPa) (C)
different ΔP (l=600 m, D=40 μm).

FIGURE 5 | Physical model of single cavity in one injection-production well.
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flow was not considered, but was regarded as an equipotential
body. The tracer migration in the cavity is dominated by slow
diffusion.

Assuming that the output concentration of the tracer is equal
to the average concentration in the cavity, it can be deduced
according to the tracer equilibrium relationship:

dC(t)
dt

� Cin(t) − C(t)
�t

(6)

Eq. 6 can be solved to obtain the analytical solution of tracer
output concentration of the cavity:

C(t) � 1
�t
exp(−t

�t
)∫t

0
Cin(t) exp(t�t)dt (7)

where Cin(t) is the tracer concentration at the entrance of the
cavity at time t, mg/L; and �t is the average residence time of the
fluid in the cavity (cavity volume Vc divided by cavity output
flow Q), d.

Compared with the whole time of tracer monitoring, tracer slug
injection can be regarded as instantaneous. The tracer concentration
of the cavity entrance is C0, which is the constant concentration of
the injected tracer slug. Residence time �t is used to describe the
delayed response of the tracer from the entrance to the outlet of the
cavity, and the tracer output concentration equation of a single cavity
can be obtained from Eq. 7:

C(t) �

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 t≤�t

C0Vd

Vc
exp( − t − �t

�t
)[exp(t − �t

�t
) − 1] �t> t> 2�t

C0Vd

Vc
exp( − t − �t

�t
)(e − 1) t≥ 2�t

(8)

In order to illustrate the characteristics of the tracer output
concentration curve of an interwell single cavity, C0 was 500 mg/L
and Vd was 0.05 m3. The influences of Vc and Q on the output
concentration curve of the interwell single cavity were analyzed
(Figure 6).

As can be seen from Figure 6, the tracer output concentration
curve of the interwell single cavity is a single-peak curve with
clearly asymmetrical wings. The ascending branch is steep, and
the descending branch is slow, with an obvious trailing
phenomenon. Vc has an effect on the peak, peak time, and
bandwidth of the tracer curve. The greater Vc is, the much
blunter the tracer curve is. Q affects the peak time and
bandwidth, but has no effect on the peak value.

Noteworthily, the related parameters of the interwell
fracture, pipe, and cavity have a great influence on the peak
value, peak time, and bandwidth of the single-peak curve of the
tracer, so it is not suitable to identify the interwell fracture-
cavity combination structure by the peak value, peak time, or
bandwidth.

FIGURE 6 | Tracer output curve of interwell single cavity under different parameters. (A) different Vc (Q=15 m3/d) (B) different Q (Vc=200 m3).

FIGURE 7 | Physical model of fracture series cavity in one injection-production well.
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It is worth noting that the tracer curve type of multiple series
cavity is consistent with that of a single cavity, and multiple series
cavity is equivalent to a large volume cavity. Therefore, the section

only considers the tracer curve characteristics of single cavity in
fracture/pipe series, and the morphological characteristics of tracer
curve of single cavity in multi-cavity series can be referred to.

FIGURE 8 | Tracer output curve of interwell fracture series cavity under different parameters. (A) different b (l=200 m, Vc=100 m3, Q=20 m3/d) (B) different l
(b=5000 μm, Vc=100 m3, Q=20 m3/d) (C) different Vc (l=200 m, b=5000 μm, Q=20 m3/d) (D) different Q (l=200 m, b=5000 μm, Vc=100 m3).

FIGURE 9 | Physical model of pipe series cavity in one injection-production well.
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3 MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND CURVE
CHARACTERISTICS OF TRACER
PRODUCTION FOR SINGLE FRACTURE/
PIPE SERIES CAVITY

The difficulty with the tracer production model of an interwell
fracture/pipe series cavity is that the concentration at the input of the
cavity and fracture/pipe downstream of the cavity is a time-varying
concentration boundary rather than a constant concentration. The
output concentration of the fracture/pipe at the upstream of the
cavity is the input concentration of the cavity, and the output
concentration of the cavity is the input concentration of the
fracture/pipe at the downstream of the cavity. Therefore, the

superposition principle was adopted to decompose the linear
differential equation and the linear definite solution condition
into several definite solution problems to solve the problem of
tracer output concentration at the variable concentration boundary.

3.1 Fracture Series Cavity
Figure 7 shows a physical model of a fracture series cavity within
one injection-productionwell. The entrance and exit of the cavity are
connected with a plate fracture with length l, width b, and height h.

3.1.1 Tracer Output Equation of Fracture Upstream of
the Cavity
In order to simulate the tracer response curve, the water-flow
formula for a parallel-plate fracture was used to express ΔP in the

FIGURE 10 | Tracer output curve of interwell pipe series cavity under different parameters. (A) different b (l=200 m, Vc=200 m3, Q=20 m3/d) (B) different l
(D=0.5 m, Vc=200 m3, Q=20 m3/d) (C) different Vc (l=200 m, D=0.5 m, Q=20 m3/d) (D) different Q (l=200 m, D=0.5 m, Vc=200 m3).
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tracer output concentration [Eq. 3] of an interwell single fracture
as flow rate Q; then:

CF(t)
C0

� 500Vd�������
παbhQt
√ exp[ − (bhl − 106 × Qt)2

4 × 106αbhQt
] (9)

where CF(t) is the tracer output concentration of the fracture
upstream of the cavity at time t, mg/L.

3.1.2. Tracer Output Equation of Cavity
CF(t) is Cin(t) in Eq. 7. By substituting Eq. 9 into Eq. 7 and solving
the equation, the tracer output equation of the cavity can be
obtained:

Cc(t) �
��π√ 1

�t
β

2

������
ω2

γ
− 1
�t

√ exp[2η
γ
(ω −

�������
ω2 − 1

�t
γ

√ ) − 1
�t
t]

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣erfc⎛⎜⎜⎝η − t

�������
ω2 − 1

�t
γ

√
��
γt

√ ⎞⎟⎟⎠ − exp(4η
γ

�������
ω2 − 1

�t
γ

√ )erfc⎛⎜⎜⎝η + t

�������
ω2 − 1

�t
γ

√
��
γt

√ ⎞⎟⎟⎠⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(10)

where: β � 500C0Vd������
παbhQ
√ γ � 4 × 106αbhQ

η � bhl ω � 106 × Q
1
�t
� Q

Vc

3.1.3 Tracer Output Equation of Fracture Downstream
of the Cavity
The tracer output concentration equation of the fracture under a
constant concentration boundary is as follows:

C(t)
C0

� 1
2
erfc( 10−6bhl − Qt

2 × 10−3
������
αbhQt
√ ) (11)

In Eq. 11, C0 is the tracer output concentration (variable
concentration) of the cavity. According to the superposition
principle, the tracer output equation of the fracture series
cavity can be obtained:

C(t) � 1
2
∑n
j�1

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩[Cc(tj) − Cc(tj−1)]erfc⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣η − ω(t − tj−1)���������
γ(t − tj−1)√ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (12)

where j = 1, 2, . . ., n; and Cc(t) is the tracer concentration at the
cavity outlet at time t.

Considering the residence time of the tracer in different space
migrations, the tracer output concentration curve for the
interwell fracture series cavity should be shifted to the right by
l/v + �t to obtain the true tracer curve.

3.1.4 Characteristics of Tracer Output Concentration
Curve
In order to illustrate the characteristics of the tracer output
concentration curve of the interwell fracture series cavity, C0

was 500 mg/L,Vd was 0.05 m
3, and αwas 5 m. The influences of b,

l, Vc, and Q on the tracer curve were analyzed (Figure 8).
As can be seen from Figure 8, the tracer output concentration

curve of the interwell fracture series cavity is a single-peak curve
with clearly asymmetrical wings. The ascending branch is steep,
and the descending branch is slow, with an obvious trailing
phenomenon. Parameters b, l, and Vc all have an effect on the
peak value, peak time, and bandwidth of the tracer curve, while Q
affects the peak time and bandwidth, but not the peak value; these
characteristics are similar to the tracer curve of the interwell
single cavity.

3.2 Pipe Series Cavity
Figure 9 shows a physical model of a pipe series cavity within
one injection-production well. The entrance and exit of the
cavity are connected with a pipe with length l and equivalent
diameter D.

The derivation process for the tracer output equation of the
pipe series cavity is the same as that for the fracture series
cavity. Firstly, the Hagen-Poiseuille equation was used to
represent ΔP in the tracer output concentration [Eq. 5] of
the interwell single pipe as flow Q to get the tracer output
equation of the pipe at the upstream of the cavity. Then, the
tracer output equation of the cavity was deduced by applying
Eq. 7. Finally, according to the superposition principle, the
tracer output equation for the pipe series cavity was deduced
the same as Eq. 10 and Eq. 12, except for the expressions of β,
γ, η, and ω in the equation being different:

β � C0Vd

πD
���
αQ

√ (13)
γ � 16πD2αQ (14)
η � πD2l (15)
ω � 4Q (16)

Similarly, the tracer output concentration curve of the
interwell pipe series cavity should be shifted to the right by
l/v + �t. In order to illustrate the characteristics of the tracer
output concentration curve of the interwell pipe series cavity,
C0 was 500 mg/L, Vd was 0.05 m3, and α was 5 m. The
influences of D, l, Vc, and Q on the tracer curve were
analyzed (Figure 10).

As can be seen from Figure 10, the tracer output
concentration curve of the interwell pipe series cavity is a
single-peak curve with clearly asymmetrical wings. The
ascending branch is steep, and the descending branch is slow,

FIGURE 11 | Physical model of multifracture in parallel in one injection-
production well.
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with an obvious trailing phenomenon. Parameters D, l, and Vc all
have an effect on the peak value, peak time, and bandwidth of the
tracer curve, whileQ affects the peak time and bandwidth, but not
the peak value; these characteristics are similar to those of the
tracer curve of the interwell fracture series cavity.

4 MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND CURVE
CHARACTERISTICS OF TRACER
PRODUCTION FOR MULTIFRACTURE/
MULTIPIPE/MULTICAVITY IN PARALLEL

The tracer output concentration of an interwell multifracture/
multipipe/multicavity in parallel should be the superposition of
the concentration of each branch flow channel at the production
well (Jing et al., 2016b), which can be deduced according to the
tracer output model of a single fracture, single pipe, and single
cavity, and the morphological characteristics of the tracer curve
can be analyzed.

4.1 Multifracture in Parallel
Figure 11 shows a physical model of a multifracture in parallel
within one injection-production well (taking three fractures as an
example). Assuming N branch fractures, branch fracture i has
length li, width bi, and height hi.

After tracer slug injection, the slug is distributed to each
branch fracture in a certain proportion. The flow and the
volume of tracer slug distributed to each fracture are different,
and the reciprocal of the flow resistance of each fracture can be
used for splitting. Flow resistance Ri of fracture i can be expressed
as (Jing et al., 2016b):

Ri � Δp
qi

� 12μli
hib3i

(17)

where qi is the flow of fracture i, m3/d.
Then, the equation of tracer output concentration of fracture

i is:

Ci(t)
C0

� VdTi�����������
4παbihiTiQFt
√ exp[ − (bihili − TiQFt)2

4αbihiTiQFt
] (18)

where QF is the total flow of the multifracture in parallel, m3/d.
Splitting coefficient Ti of fracture i is defined as:

Ti � hib3i

li∑N
i�1
hib3i /li (19)

The tracer output concentration of an interwell multifracture
in parallel should be the superposition of the output
concentration of each fracture at the producing well:

C(t) �
∑N
i�1
qiCi(t)
QF

(20)

Therefore, the output tracer concentration equation for the
multifracture in parallel was obtained as follows:

C(t)
C0

� 500Vd�����
παQF

√ ∑N
i�1

T2
i������

bihiTit
√ exp[ − (bihili − 106 × TiQFt)2

4 × 106αbihiTiQFt
]
(21)

In order to illustrate the characteristics of the tracer output
concentration curve of the interwell multifracture in parallel, C0

was 500 mg/L, Vd was 0.05 m3, QF was 20 m
3, hi was 5 m, and α

was 1 m. The characteristics of the tracer output concentration
curve under different combinations of N (values of 2, 3, 4, and 5),
li (values of 200, 300, 400, 500, and 600 m), and bi (values of 5,000,
5,300, 5,600, 5,900, and 6,200 μm) were analyzed (Figure 12).

FIGURE 12 | Tracer output curve of interwell multifracture in parallel under different parameters. (A) independent multipeak curve (li and bi are different) (B)
continuous multipeak curve (li=600 m, bi is different).
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As can be seen from Figure 12, the tracer output concentration
curve of the interwell multifracture in parallel can be divided into
an independent multipeak curve and a continuous multipeak
curve, showing a curve with multiple peaks and the two wings
of each peak (ascending branch and descending branch) being
basically symmetrical. The longer the fracture length, the larger the
corresponding fracture width and the greater the difference in flow
among the fractures, resulting in the obvious independent peak of
each fracture; importantly, the curve shows a relatively
independent multipeak shape (Figure 12A). The length of each
fracture is the same, but the corresponding fracture width is slightly
different. There is little difference in the flow and migration rate of
the tracer in each fracture, resulting in the tracer peak of each
fracture arriving successively, with the difference in arrival time
being small. Therefore, the tracer curve shows a relatively
continuous multipeak shape (Figure 12B).

4.2 Multipipe in Parallel
Figure 13 shows a physical model of a multipipe in parallel within
one injection-production well (taking three pipes as an example).

Assuming N branch pipes, branch pipe i is described by length li
and equivalent diameter Di.

The derivation of the tracer output concentration equation for
the multipipe in parallel is the same as that for the multifracture
in parallel, and its concentration should be the superposition of
the output concentration of each fracture at the producing well:

C(t)
C0

� Vd

π
����
αQp

√ ∑N
i�1

T2
i

Di

���
Tit

√ exp⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ − (πD2
i li − 4TiQpt)2

16πD2
i αTiQpt

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (22)

where Qp is the total flow of the multipipe in parallel, m3/d.
Splitting coefficient Ti of pipe i is defined as:

Ti � D4
i

li∑N
i�1
D4

i /li (23)

In order to illustrate the characteristics of the tracer output
concentration curve of the interwell multipipe in parallel, C0 was
500 mg/L, Vd was 0.05 m3, Qp was 20 m3, and α was 1 m. The
characteristics of the tracer output concentration curve under
different combinations of N (values of 2, 3, 4, and 5), li (values of
200, 300, 400, 500, and 600 m), and Di (values of 0.80, 0.85, 0.90,
0.95, and 1.00 m) were analyzed (Figure 14).

As can be seen from Figure 14, the tracer output
concentration curve of the interwell multipipe in parallel can
be divided into a multipeak curve and a continuous multipeak
curve, showing a curve with multiple peaks with the two wings of
each peak (ascending branch and descending branch) being
basically symmetrical. Similar to the multifracture in parallel,
there is a large flow difference between the pipes, and the tracer
concentration curve shows a relatively independent multipeak
shape (Figure 14A). The flow difference between the pipes is

FIGURE 13 | Physical model of multipipe in parallel in one injection-
production well.

FIGURE 14 | Tracer output curve of interwell multifracture in parallel under different parameters. (A) independent multipeak curve (li and Di are different) (B)
continuous multipeak curve (li=600 m, Di is different).
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small, and the tracer concentration curve shows a relatively
continuous multipeak shape (Figure 14B).

4.3 Multicavity in Parallel
Figure 15 shows a physical model of a multicavity in parallel
within one injection-production well (taking three parallel pipes
containing cavities as an example). Assuming N flow channels in
parallel, the volume of the cavity on the i parallel branch isVci, the
pipe length is li (the pipe length on both sides of the cavity is the
same), and the equivalent diameter of the pipe is Di (the pipe
equivalent diameter on both sides of the cavity is the same).

According to Eq. 12, the tracer output concentration equation
of the i parallel branch can be obtained as follows:

Ci(t) � 1
2
∑n
j�1

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩[Cci(tj) − Cci(tj−1)]erfc⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ηi − ωi(t − tj−1)���������
γi(t − tj−1)√ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭

(24)
Cci can be expressed by Eq. 10, but the expressions of β, γ, η,

and ω in the equation are different:

βi �
C0TiVd

πDi

�����
αTiQc

√ (25)
γi � 16πD2

i αTiQc (26)
ηi � πD2

i li (27)
ωi � 4TiQc (28)
1
�ti
� TiQc

Vci
(29)

where Qc is the total flow of the multicavity in parallel, m3/d. Ti is
expressed by Eq. 23.

The tracer output concentration of the interwell multicavity in
parallel should be the superposition of the output concentration of
each parallel branch, which is the same as Eq. 20. Through further
derivation and simplification, the tracer output concentration
equation of the multicavity in parallel can be obtained as follows:

C(t) �∑N
i�1
TiCi(t) (30)

As with the tracer output curve of the fracture/pipe series
cavity, considering the residence times of tracer migration in
different parallel branches, the tracer output concentration of the

i parallel branch should be delayed li/vi + �ti, and then the curve
after the superposition of each tracer concentration of parallel
branch can be considered the true tracer curve.

In order to illustrate the characteristics of the tracer output
concentration curve of the interwell multicavity in parallel, C0 was
500mg/L,Vd was 0.05 m

3,Qc was 20m
3, αwas 1m,Nwas 3, andVci

was 100m3. Equivalent diameter Di of the pipes at both ends of the
cavity was 1m, and the length of the pipes at both ends of the cavity
was the same. Parameters of li = 80, 190, and 300m and li = 100, 150,
and 200m were applied to analyze the curve characteristics of tracer
output concentration under these two conditions (Figure 16).

As can be seen from Figure 16, similar to the tracer output
concentration curve of the multifracture/multipipe in parallel, the
tracer output concentration curve of the multicavity in parallel is
a multipeak curve. There are two types of multipeak tracer curve:
independent multipeak and continuous multipeak.

The peaks of the independent multipeak curve obviously show
the curve shapes containing cavities. The two wings of the peaks
are asymmetric with an obvious trailing phenomenon (the
ascending branch is steep and the descending branch is slow).
Each peak reflects a cavity, the flow difference between parallel
branches is large, and there is no peak relative fusion.

The other type is the continuous multipeak curve. As can be
seen from the continuous three-peak curve in Figure 16, there are
only three parallel branches. The overall peak value lasted for
about 100 days, reflecting the long fusion time of the peak values
of the parallel branches, reflected in the long trailing time caused
by cavities; and the flow difference between the parallel branches
was small, resulting in a continuous multipeak curve shape.

5 CLASSIFICATION CHARACTERISTICS OF
TRACER CURVE

The fracture-cavity combination pattern of a fracture-cavity
reservoir is very complex, including not only the combination

FIGURE 15 | Physical model of multicavity in parallel in one injection-
production well.

FIGURE 16 | Tracer output curve of interwell multicavity in parallel under
different parameters.
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of fractures, pipes, and cavities, but also the series and parallel
combination of various basic combination patterns, and the
tracer output concentration curve of a well group is also
variable. Taking a fracture-cavity reservoir as an example, the
classification characteristics of its tracer curve can be fracture-
cavity summarized by studying the morphological characteristics
of the tracer curve in the field and of the tracer curve simulated
theoretically by the above different fracture-cavity combination
structures. By qualitatively judging the overall shape of the curve,
the interwell fracture-cavity combination pattern can be quickly
determined.

The characteristics of tracer output concentration curves of
different fracture-cavity combination structures were described
according to overall shape, number of peaks, and changes in the
two wings of the tracer curve, as shown in Table 1.

6 FIELD APPLICATION AND ANALYSIS

Taking the tracer monitoring results of well group TK411 in the S48
unit of Block 4 in the Tahe oilfield as an example, identification and
analysis of an interwell fracture-cavity combination structure were
carried out by using the morphological characteristics of the tracer
curve in the fracture-cavity reservoir.

6.1 Basic Tracer Monitoring Information
Around injection well TK411, there are six production wells (TK408,
TK428CH, TK476, TK467, T401, and S48), all of which are
Ordovician producing zones. On 14 April 2007, 14 kg of BY-1
tracer was injected by pump truck according to the tracer injection
design concentration for TK411 (100%). In tracer monitoring, 1,594
samples were sampled and 1,577 samples were tested for 200 days
from the day following tracer injection to 31 October 2007.
Meanwhile, tracer samples were also collected and tested from
the second-line wells (TK457H and TK424CH).

6.2 Tracer-Curve Pretreatment andDrawing
Because of factors such as engineering, geology, and testing, tracer
curves detected in the field often appear with errors, making the
tracer curves rise and fall, and many real data points are masked.
It is difficult to effectively judge the fracture-cavity combination
structure according to the tracer-curve morphological
characteristics of the different fracture-cavity combination
structures. Therefore, a smoothing and filtering algorithm was
used to denoise the tracer curve of eight wells corresponding to
TK411, to identify the effective wave peak, to eliminate burrs, and
to make the whole curve smooth and orderly. The tracer output
concentration curve of each well and its denoising curve are
shown in Figure 17.

TABLE 1 | Classification characteristics of interwell tracer curve in fracture-cavity reservoir.

Serial number Peak pattern Number of
peaks

Characteristics of
the two
wings

Fracture-cavity
combination

pattern

Curve shape

1 Single sharp peak 1 Basic symmetry Single fracture
Single pipe

2 Single slow peak 1 Ascending branch: steep Single cavity
Descending branch: slow Fracture series cavity
Trailing phenomenon: obvious Pipe series cavity

3 Multipeak Independent
multipeak

Two wings of each peak Multifracture in parallel
(Flow difference: large)

basic symmetry Multipipe in parallel
(Flow difference: large)

Two wings of each peak Multicavity in parallel
Ascending branch: steep
Descending branch: slow (Flow difference: large)

Continuous multipeak Upper half peak: symmetry Multifracture in parallel
(Flow difference: small)

Descending branch: trailing Multipipe in parallel
Peak continuous duration: short (Flow difference: small)

Upper half peak: basic symmetry Multicavity in parallel
Descending branch: trailing
obviously

Peak continuous duration:
long

(Flow difference:
small)
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FIGURE 17 | Tracer output concentration curves and denoising curves for TK411 well group. (A) first-line well—TK408 (B) first-line well—TK428CH (C) first-line
well—TK476 (D) first-line well—TK467 (E) first-line well—TK401 (F) first-line well—S48 (G) second-line well—TK457H (H) second-line well—TK424CH.
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6.3 Identification of Fracture-Cavity
Combination Structure
According to the classification characteristics of the interwell
tracer curve in the fracture-cavity reservoir from Table 1, the
interwell fracture-cavity combination structure was qualitatively
identified in terms of peak number, characteristics of two wings,
and peak type of each curve in the TK411 well group. The results
are shown in Table 2.

6.4 Results Analysis and Validation
According to the tracer output concentration data and
production performance data from a production well
(cumulative water injection and cumulative water
production during the tracer monitoring period), tracer
recovery quality, tracer average residence time, average
migration rate, distribution coefficient of injected water,
and swept volume of injected water can be reliably
calculated without using a theoretical model for inversion
and fitting. These parameters provide an idea and means

for verifying the reliability of interwell fracture-cavity
structure identification with the morphological
characteristics of tracer curve (Jing et al., 2016a; Dewaide
et al., 2016).

Figure 18 displays the distribution coefficient and swept
volume of injected water for the TK411 well group. It can be
seen from the figure that the distribution coefficient of injected
water from injection well TK411 to production well TK467 is
the largest, indicating that there is a large connected channel.
The swept volume of injected water is 1241.64 m3, and there is
obviously a large cavity. According to its peak characteristics,
it can be inferred that there is one cavity. This is basically
consistent with the results obtained using the distribution
coefficient and swept volume of injected water.

Figure 19 is the seismic multi-attribute plane superposition
of 0–80 ms below plane T74 of TK411 block. In the figure, the
darker the color is, the cavity reservoir development area (all
the cavity development zones are in the area with strong
amplitude change rate). It can be seen from the figure that

TABLE 2 | Classification characteristics of interwell tracer curve in fracture-cavity reservoir.

Serial number Well name Number of
obvious peaks

Characteristics of
two wings

Peak pattern Fracture-cavity combination
structure

1 TK408 3 Symmetry and trailing Continuous multipeak Fracture/pipe parallel cavity
2 TK428CH 1 Trailing obviously Single slow peak Fracture/pipe series cavity
3 TK476 2 Symmetry and trailing Independent multipeak Fracture/pipe parallel cavity
4 TK467 1 Trailing obviously Single slow peak Fracture/pipe series cavity
5 T401 1 Trailing obviously Single slow peak Fracture/pipe series cavity
6 S48 1 Trailing obviously Single slow peak Fracture/pipe series cavity
7 TK457H 4 Symmetry and trailing Continuous multipeak Fracture/pipe parallel cavity
8 TK424CH 3 Basic symmetry Continuous multipeak Multifracture/pipe in parallel

FIGURE 18 | The distribution coefficient and swept volume of injected water of TK411 well group. (A) distribution coefficient of injected water (%) (B) swept volume
of injected water (m3).
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TK411 has a strong amplitude change rate area in each path
direction of the surrounding production wells, indicating that
there is a high probability of cavity between each well. It also
verifies the reliability of using tracer curve morphology to
identify interwell fracture-cavity structure.

Meanwhile, by analyzing the results from karst tracer field
testing and laboratory model testing in hydrologic exploration, it
has been seen that the two wings of a karst pipe/fracture have the
characteristics of a basically symmetrical tracer curve under
relatively high velocity flow (Morales et al., 2006; Luhmann
et al., 2012; Borghi et al., 2016; Dewaide et al., 2016; Zhang
et al., 2016; Ji et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2017), as well as that
underground pools, water tanks, or underground rivers (caves)
can cause obvious trailing of the tracer curve (Morales et al., 2006;
Luhmann et al., 2012; Borghi et al., 2016; Dewaide et al., 2016;
Zhang et al., 2016; Ji et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2017). These
conclusions are consistent with the conclusions obtained in
this paper, and the curve characteristics obtained from the
series and parallel combinations of pipe, fracture, and cavity
are also consistent with them.

7 CONCLUSION

(1) Aiming to reduce the difficulty of effectively and reliably
identifying interwell fracture-cavity combination structures
in fracture-cavity reservoirs, a method is proposed for rapid
identification of different fracture-cavity combination
structures based on the number of peaks and

morphological characteristics of two wings of tracer-curve
peaks. The method provides a reliable and effective basis for
designing water injection, gas injection, and flow-channel
adjustment strategies.

(2) Based on mathematical models of tracer and curve
characteristics for an interwell single fracture, single pipe,
and single cavity, the morphological characteristics of tracer
curves in five different series/parallel combination modes
consisting of fractures, pipes, and cavities were analyzed. The
tracer curves of fracture-cavity reservoirs are summarized
into three types: single sharp peak, single slow peak, and
multipeak, and a matching relationship between different
fracture-cavity combination structures and the
morphological characteristics of tracer curves is clarified.

(3) The tracer curve with a single sharp peak reflects that of an
interwell single fracture/pipe, which is a single-sharp-peak
curve with basically symmetrical wings; the tracer curve with
a single slow peak reflects that of an interwell single cavity or
fracture/pipe series cavity, which is a single-peak curve with a
steep ascending branch and a slow descending branch
(obvious trailing phenomenon); the tracer curve with a
multipeak reflects that of an interwell multifracture/pipe/
cavity in parallel; according to the flow difference of each
branch flow channel, they can be divided into independent
multipeak and continuous multipeak forms. If there is no
cavity in the branch flow channel, the wings of each peak are
basically symmetrical; if there is cavity in the branch flow
channel, the descending branch has an obvious trailing
phenomenon.

(4) Taking the tracer monitoring results of well group TK411 in
the S48 unit of Block 4 in the Tahe oilfield as an example, the
morphological characteristics of a tracer curve in a fracture-
cavity reservoir were used to identify and verify the interwell
fracture-cavity combination structure. The results show
that the method of identifying an interwell fracture-
cavity structure by tracer-curve morphological
characteristics is simple and reliable. The research results
can lay a theoretical foundation for establishing a
quantitative interpretation modeling of interwell tracers
in fracture-cavity reservoirs considering fracture-cavity
configuration.

(5) In order to improve the operability of identifying interwell
fracture-cavity composite structure by using interwell tracer
curve morphological characteristics, image recognition
technology will be adopted in the subsequent research to
realize automatic computer recognition of interwell fracture-
cavity composite structure. It can reduce the error of manual
identification and provide the foundation for the
establishment of practical automatic identification software
system.
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